Strategic Partnerships of Universities as a Tool for Intensifying the Development of the Regional Economy and Society in Digital Economy
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Abstract—The article is devoted to topical issues of strategic partnership of universities with subjects of regional economy and society in digital economy. An overview of the tools for effective strategic partnership of universities at the regional level in digital economy, which can be used for its individual positioning, is given. The tools were developed taking into account the needs and capabilities of the existing regional ecosystem. The system of regional development and synergetics of its components is considered from the position of a university, as one of the key “players” in order to optimally build process models of individual bilateral partnerships. Integration of regional universities leads to increase in educational potential and consolidation of the entire regional community. This will increase the effectiveness of the regional higher education system through the formation of a unified educational space, integrated marketing, scientific unity, and an integrated business education system. Strategic partnership of enterprises belonging to territorial production clusters with universities and leading research centers allows making new discoveries, creating innovations, knowledge, training highly qualified specialists, and also contributes to stable economic growth and competitiveness of a region in digital economy. It also needs to take into account the speed of rapid technological development, the growing demand for more flexible digital ecosystems and effective strategic solutions to manage the digital future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The global community is experiencing a trend characterized by the struggle for strategic intellectual resources. This situation appeared due to the fact that in the modern world theoretical and practical knowledge become factors of production, including in the field of digital economy [1]. The processes of knowledge creation and dissemination form an integral system organically integrated into the economic activities of firms, regions, and national governments [2]. To achieve advantages in this direction, the right vector of highly competitive strategic development is necessary to choose, as well as to form tools and management mechanisms leading to the achievement of a specific goal [3].

In the modern world, digitalization permeates all spheres of economy. The use of new technologies accelerates processes and operations, reduces the organization's costs and increases its efficiency [4]. Thus, the use of digital technologies increases the competitiveness of organizations [5]. Enterprises and countries able to take advantage of the opportunities of digital technologies in time will become providers of innovative solutions and gain a significant advantage over other players, including at the international level.

Taking into account the importance and prospects for the development of digital economy in Russia, where digital data is a key factor of production in all spheres of social and economic activity, the President of Russia set the task [6] to ensure the accelerated introduction of digital technologies in the economy and social sphere. In order to solve this problem, a national program “Digital Economy” has been developed [7].

Today, the strategic development of the region is undoubtedly impossible without the uniform development of the main subjects of socio-economic activity on its territory. The development of a system of optimal interaction between business clusters, government bodies, the educational community, scientific schools and non-profit sector in the region will provide promising synergy for the development of the territory, its competitiveness in the modern investment and labor market.
The main goal of the study is to build process models for individual bilateral partnerships.

The target of the study is to consider the system of regional development and the synergy of its components from the position of a university as one of the key “players”.

The research is based on the following methods: dialectical scientific cognition and particular scientific ones, such as analysis, comparison, synthesis, system-structural and logical analysis, formalization, analysis of regulatory documents, modeling.

II. STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL

Strategic partnership is a formalized alliance between two or more higher education institutions or other organization, created as a result of a deliberate process when partners share resources and use additional strengths to achieve certain common goals [8].

In order to determine the direction and main parameters of strategic regional development, or determine the goals of various strategic partnerships at the regional level, it is necessary to know the starting point. In this regard, a systematic approach to the analysis of multilateral territorial cooperation is applied. Within the framework of a systematic approach, process models of individual bilateral partnerships have been built.

For each model the following elements are defined:

• inputs – resources for effective existence and development of partnerships;
• control flows – regulatory framework for partnership development, legislative and internal restrictions;
• mechanisms – institutional mechanisms for the implementation of partnerships in the region;
• outputs – self-strategic development of partnership and strategic development of the region at the highest level of the model.

A region-oriented top-level model is decomposed according to the rules of structural modeling into five models.

The top-level model – “University ↔ Strategic Partner”, is aimed at long-term cooperation by creating sustainable academic networks, strengthening student and staff exchanges, knowledge and practices.

Considering the implementation mechanisms and the resource base of strategic partnerships, it is necessary to consider the predicted limitations (counteractions) of their implementation at the first stage. This factor gives the research a vector for continuation.

The strategic development of the region is impossible without the sustainable development of the main subjects of social and economic activity.

The main subjects include representatives of higher education institutions, legislative and executive authorities at all levels, non-profit organizations, science and innovation organizations, enterprises and entrepreneurs. The straight arrow shows the strategic partnership between the entities, and the dashed arrow shows financial flows (Fig. 1).

Strategic regional partnership at the input is influenced by:
• prerequisites for the formation;
• financial resources;
• human resources;
• administrative resources;
• information resources and infrastructure.

Control flows include predicted regulatory, institutional and social constraints. Institutional implementation mechanisms are also affected.

As a result, we get the strategic development of the region and, accordingly, all the subjects of partnership. What the strategic partnership model is.

Ideally, when considering the implementation mechanisms and resource base of strategic partnerships, it is necessary to start from the projected limitations (obstacles) to their implementation.

III. MODEL “STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP “UNIVERSITY ↔ PUBLIC SERVICE BODIES”

The model “Strategic partnership “University ↔ Public service bodies” is aimed at forming a personnel reserve to ensure the implementation of programs for the socio-economic development of a region; examination of municipal and regional programs of social and economic development and participation in its development; scientific support of socio-economic development programs of a region.

Sustainable innovation and digital development of a region are the main goal of the partnership.

Resources affecting the model:
• financial resources, for example, grant programs; targeted budget programs;
• personnel, for example, academic staff, graduate students, practitioners from the administration;
• administrative resources, for example, management decisions;
• informational resources (mass media);
• infrastructural resources, such as administration structure and a university infrastructure.

Limitations:
• inert personnel rotation system;
• clannishness and corruption in occupying personnel posts;
• lack of unity in the university community;
• non-compliance of existing programs with the requirements of the administrative and personnel reserve.

Mechanisms:
• scientific and technical council;
• Governor's economic council;
• holding conferences;
• public listeners.

IV. MODEL “STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP “UNIVERSITY ↔ ENTERPRISE”

The model “Strategic partnership “University ↔ Enterprise” is aimed at implementing innovative entrepreneurship programs; staffing; business participation in the organization of the educational process; implementation of consulting programs for business.

Sustainable innovative and digital development of business environment in a region are the main goal of the partnership.

The main objectives of the partnership are:
• forecast of labor market needs and ensuring early employment of university graduates;
• joint implementation and resource support of educational programs, technological and undergraduate practices of students;
• joint development of content, information, methodological, material and technical support of general and additional educational programs;
• development of professional requirements for specialists;
• assessment of educational programs quality and quality of graduates training;
• engaging students in real project and research activities;
• conducting joint R&D work and innovative developments, introduction and release of products;
• implementation of educational technology “learning through research projects” in the preparation of practice-oriented specialists;
• development of strategic partnership infrastructure, creation of joint educational and research centers, laboratories, basic departments, centers for collective use;
• formation of collegial expert-analytical and advisory bodies coordinating the interaction of a university and an enterprise;
• organization of advanced training and internships for academic and other university staff on the basis of partner enterprises;
• holding joint conferences, schools-seminars for students and young scientists;
• joint training of highly qualified scientific personnel;
• development and testing of effective mechanisms of interaction between a university and partner enterprises;
• participation in collegial management bodies of partner enterprises.

Resources affecting the model:
• financial resources, for example, grants, scholarships, development of the material and technical base of universities, specialized laboratories;
• personnel, for example, faculty, graduate students, students, business practitioners;
• administrative resources, for example, lobbying business structures in the administration, providing support to business structures;
• information, for example, educational programs in universities, empirical knowledge in business structures, mass media;
• infrastructural, for example, production facilities of business structures, university laboratories.

Limitations:
• alternative education (corporate universities);
• unwillingness to invest in the long term;
• unstable situation in the country.

Mechanisms:
• corporate universities in the partnership structure;
• certification programs;
• adaptation programs.

Establishing and developing partnership between universities and industry enterprises and entrepreneurs, as well as the labor market, is of particular importance [9]. It is planned to create a network of organizations interested in mutually beneficial cooperation in the field of training highly qualified personnel, strengthening the material and technical support of the educational process, conducting joint research and development work, modernizing production and products, and so on.

The strategic partnership “University ↔ Enterprise” makes possible to restore the lost feedback between universities and consumers of their graduates as a resource. Without such feedback the further development of vocational education in the interests of the national economy is impossible [10].

The partnership is based on long-term contracts and complex projects covering scientific, educational and innovation spheres and is implemented in the following forms:
• holding joint scientific and technical events (seminars, conferences) in priority scientific and technical areas;
• conducting joint research and development creating joint educational and scientific structures;
• organization of internships and graduate projects of students in a partner organization;
• targeted training of specialists ordered by a partner organization;
• retraining and advanced training of specialists of the partner organization by the academic staff of a university;
• participation in the formation of training plans and work programs for specialists;
• using the scientific, technical and human resources potential of a partner organization in the educational process;
• training of partner organization employees at the university PhD courses.

V. MODEL “STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP “UNIVERSITY ↔ SCIENCE”

The model “Strategic partnership “University ↔ Science” is aimed at creating laboratories and departments in research institutes; involvement of students in scientific activities; practical orientation of science.

Unity of university and academic science to improve the quality of the educational process is the main goal of the partnership.

Resources that affect the model:
• personnel, for example, graduate students, faculty, researchers;
• financial resources, for example, financial benefits from science, technological entrepreneurship;
• administrative resources, for example, joint impact of the scientific and educational community on the administrative bodies decisions and communications;
• information, for example, mass media, libraries, information bases of scientific and educational institutions;
• infrastructural resources, for example, material and technical base of educational and scientific institutions.

Limitations:
• different departmental affiliations;
• human factor;
• leveling the traditions of science in the educational sphere;
• lack of sustainable intellectual property management tools.

Mechanisms:
• joint scientific schools;
• joint research centers;
• programs for the intensification of scientific activities in universities;
• holding forums, conferences, symposia;
• joint postgraduate and doctoral studies;
• councils.

Activating the processes of forming educational trajectories aimed at developing competencies increases the competitiveness of industry and business in a region.

VI. MODEL “STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP “UNIVERSITY ↔ UNIVERSITY”

The model “Strategic partnership “University ↔ University” is aimed at the development of interuniversity cooperation, including in the international sphere; creation of joint projects.

Rational use of key competencies, such as: personnel, infrastructure, scientific schools, communications, resources is the main goal of the partnership.

Resources affecting the model:
• financial resources, for example, rational use of available resources, joint grants;
• personnel, for example, academic staff;
• administrative, for example, the use of joint relations in the administration of different levels;
• information, for example, scientific and educational bases of universities and partners;
• infrastructural, for example, the Council of Rectors, creation of joint innovation parks, infrastructure of two universities.

Limitations:
• competition between universities;
• unprepared legislative base;
• high degree of interpenetration of professors between universities (in small towns).

Mechanisms:
• joint educational programs;
• joint innovation and scientific programs;
• joint research laboratories;
• joint scientific schools.

A person develops and forms new competencies throughout life. The structure of the competence includes the following elements: theoretical and practical knowledge, skills and abilities [11]. A university is a space where key competencies of students are formed. An important condition for the development of students' skills in the field of digitalization is the availability of professional academic staff [12].

Development of digital competencies among the population allows to increase productivity, industry cooperation based on the needs of the environment [13]. However, in the regions, some problems the regional digital competence strategy faces still exist. For example, the growing uncertainty surrounding its general environment, including economic, social, political, environmental and technological factors is among these problems [14].

One of the leading directions of strategic cooperation between universities is the academic mobility of students, graduate students, young scientists and teachers, which allows
them to get an elite education, improve their qualifications, undergo practical training and conduct scientific research in modern laboratories abroad, learn the foreign teaching system, get into a new environment and get acquainted with future specialists in their field from all over the world [15].

Cooperation in the field of joint educational programs of international academic mobility helps to develop economic and cultural relations between countries, contributes to increase in the level of world civilization, the scientific and technological progress of mankind. Russia is more and more involved in the processes of globalization of science and education, its international contacts are expanding. Transformations that have taken place in the Russian society in the last decade facilitate these processes. Our country is becoming more and more open for international contacts and relations, not only at the level of state institutions and departments, but also for schoolchildren, students, young scientists and others.

Millions of students, postgraduates, young scientists and teachers take part in academic mobility programs, but in 2020 the situation has changed, and the number of participants in international academic mobility has sharply decreased during the new coronavirus pandemic. Participation in international scientific conferences, forums, seminars, lectures, etc. in online format allowed developing new information competencies for both students and academic staff [16].

VII. MODEL “STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP “UNIVERSITY ↔ NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION (NPO)”

The model “Strategic partnership “University ↔ Non-profit organization (NPO)” is aimed at the development of educational programs for public organizations; socially significant, including adaptive programs.

Formation of public opinion, contributing to the strategic development of a region is the main goal of the partnership.

Resources affecting the input:
- financial resources, for example, funds, grants, budgets of social partnerships, targeted programs (people with disabilities, etc.);
- personnel, for example, faculty, representatives of business and government, organizational structures;
- administrative resources, for example, the Public Chamber; the impact of public organizations on Legislative Assembly decisions; public hearings;
- information, for example, mass media, information bases, provision of public opinion research at the expense of a non-profit organization;
- infrastructural resources, for example, infrastructure of a university and a non-profit organization.

Limitations:
- odium of individual non-profit organizations;
- dependence of non-profit organizations on government decisions;
- lack of strong and influential non-profit organizations at the regional level.

Mechanisms:
- special educational programs for non-profit organizations;
- school of civil society development on the basis of a university;
- school leadership asset on the basis of a university;
- legal consulting centers.

Thus, a university plays an important role in a region. In a stable and developed economy, its role is expressed through training of highly qualified specialists, development of research, results of research and development work, creation of science-intensive high-tech industrial products. Strategic partnership needs to be developed not only at the regional level, but also at the international level.

VIII. CLUSTER APPROACH IN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Clusters include associations of organizations and enterprises linked by functional dependence and territorial proximity in a specific area of economy. Clusters are created to ensure diversification of economy and high rates of economic growth. This goal is achieved by increasing the competitiveness of organizations and enterprises united in territorial production clusters [17].

Strategic partnership of enterprises belonging to territorial production clusters with universities and leading research centers allows creating new discoveries, innovations, knowledge, training highly qualified specialists, and so on [18].

Since 2010, in order to support small and medium-sized business in Russia, the Ministry of economic development of the Russian Federation provides subsidies to regions for the creation and operation of cluster development centers [19]. By 2020, more than 40 such centers have been created. The centers’ activities are aimed at:
- informational, analytical, organizational and methodological support of cluster activities;
- organization of training, retraining and advanced training of cluster participants;
- conducting marketing research for the implementation of cluster projects;
- creating favorable conditions for the implementation of cluster projects;
- development of network interaction between cluster members;
- organizing a monitoring system for cluster development and others [20].

Thus, due to the successful integration and networking of research and educational institutions, large, medium and small business, government and local authorities, as well as other stakeholders, the successful development of territorial clusters is ensured, which contributes to stable economic growth and competitiveness of a region.

IX. REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS OF UNIVERSITIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL

Experience of creating international academic mobility programs in Germany is one of the examples of regional universities associations for the development of international activities abroad.

Each federal state of Germany has its own tools for attracting foreign students for internships in educational organizations. Let's consider the examples of regional educational associations that provide regional scholarships.
1. The federal state of Brandenburg provides an opportunity for everyone who has passed the competition to study at the Brandenburg University of Technology (BTU) Cottbus – Senftenberg in Germany under the STUDEXA program for one or two semesters.

Brandenburg University of Technology is a fairly young university. It provides over 70 programs for undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate studies. At the moment, 7600 students study at the Brandenburg University of Technology. 26% are foreigners. The university provides a number of programs in the areas of cyber-physical systems, energy efficiency, environmental protection, bioengineering, management, medicine and art. The central dormitory of the university is located between Berlin and Dresden [21].

The main requirements for candidates who want to participate in the competition for participation in the “STUDEXA” program: proficiency in English or German (at least B2 level); high academic performance and others.

Funding is an important factor for participation in international academic programs. The “STUDEXA” program provides free training for the students and the participant covers the remaining expenses independently or attracts co-financing from other sources.

MPEI students actively participate in the “STUDEXA” program. They won competition for training in 2018 and 2020.

2. The federal state of Saxony provides an opportunity for students from many European countries, including Ukraine and Belarus, to receive a Georgius-Agricola-Stipendium scholarship since 2004. Scholarships are awarded for study or writing a scientific thesis at any university in Saxony.

Dresden Technical University is part of the association of the largest technical universities in Germany “TU 9”. It is one of the oldest technical universities in Germany. In terms of number of students, Dresden Technical University ranks first among the technical universities in Germany. In 2010, it provided 60 such grants.

MPEI students won grants for studying under the Georgius-Agricola-Stipendium in 2015 and 2016.

3. The Bavarian Academic Center for Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe, located in the federal state of the Free State of Bavaria, invites students from Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Czech Republic, Romania, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, Serbia and Ukraine to participate in the annual Bayhost scholarship program. The scholarships are intended to fund the study and internship of masters and postgraduates at Bavarian universities. The annual scholarships can be renewed twice for up to 3 years.

In Russia, an example of a regional strategic association is the Association of Vice–Rectors for International Relations of Higher Educational Institutions of St. Petersburg; Association of universities of the South of Russia and others. Universities are united within the region to work together to be developed in the field of international activity.

Integration of regional universities leads to an increase in educational potential and consolidation of the entire regional community. This will increase the effectiveness of the regional higher education system through the formation of a unified educational space, integrated marketing, scientific unity, and an integrated business education system. Such associations help to find an better integrated approach to strategic cooperation at the regional level.

X. CONCLUSION

The creation of a single integrated educational space that interacts with all strategic partners, uniting all forms of education from kindergarten to retirement age and beyond, is key in the development of a region in digital economy.

As the international experience of most Russian universities shows, at present a common strategy for promoting the regions for all participants in foreign economic activity is practically necessary. Ideally, the individual positioning of each institution should take into account the needs and capabilities of the existing ecosystem. In order to successfully compete in the context of globalization and the rapidly changing geopolitical environment, regions need to develop missing competencies and effectively use the available limited resources. It also needs to take into account the speed of rapid technological development, the growing demand for more flexible digital ecosystems and effective strategic solutions to manage the digital future.
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